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1. Introduction 
Synthetic methods in differential geometry play an increasingly prominent role as the con- 
nection between Riemannian manifolds and their synthetic counterparts comes to be better un- 
derstood (cf. [36,50,31,28]). The term “synthetic” refers to the deduction of the geometric prop- 
erties of a metric space via “synthesis from the axioms” of its distance function and the reader 
may find an excellent accounting of the modem uses of such methods in Grove’s survey arti- 
cle [35]. 
In an attempt o obtain a synthetic description of Finsler’s spaces ([32]), Herbert Busemann 
([ 16,171) introduced the notion of a geodesic space, or simply G-space. 
Definition 1.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space. X is said to be a G-space provided it satisfies the 
following axioms: 
1. Menger convexity. Given distinct points x, y E X, there is a point z E X - (x, y} so that 
d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y). 
2. Finite compactness. Every d-bounded infinite set has an accumulation point. 
3. Local extendibility. To every w E X, there is a positive radius pW, such that for any pair of 
distinct x, y E int B(w, p,,,), there is z E int B(w, p,) - {x, y} such that 
d(x, Y) + d(y, z> = d(x, z). 
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4. Uniqueness of the extension. Given distinct x, y E X, if there are points zl, z2 E X for 
which both 
d(x,y)+d(y,zi) =d(x,zi) fori = 1,2 
and 
d(Y, Zl) = d(Y, z2) 
hold, then zi = ~2. 
Examples of non-Riemannian and non-Finslerian G-spaces abound (see for example [18, Chap- 
ter II], [19, Section 51, [2]), however Busemann’s axioms tend to exclude the well-known singular 
geometries including Caley graphs of finitely generated groups, as well as the spherical suspen- 
sion of non-spherical Aleksandrov’s spaces [l]. In his classic text [18, p. 2 and 491, Busemann 
conjectured that G-space theory is the study of geometry on manifolds. 
Conjecture 1.2 (The Busemann Conjecture). Everyfinite dimensional G-space is a topological 
manifold. 
(Here dim X < n -C 00 is covering dimension as in ([38]).) Busemann verified the conjecture 
when n = 1, 2 in his text [ 18, (9.7) p. 46-47 and (10.4) p. 521. The case n = 3 was established 
in 1968 by Krakus [40] as an application of Borsuk’s 2-sphere recognition theorem. Busemann’s 
own prediction concerning the future of the conjecture was amazingly accurate: 
“Although this (The Busemann Conjecture) is probably true for any G-space, the proof, if the 
conjecture is correct, seems quite inaccessible in the present state of topology” [ 18, p. 491. 
The modern theory of 4-manifolds developed by Freedman and Quinn in [33,52 and 341 has 
rendered the 4-dimensional version of the problem accessible. This article is devoted to establishing 
the following result. 
Theorem 1.3. Every 4-dimensional G-space is a 4-manifold. 
The argument involves elements from algebraic topology, controlled surgery and modern de- 
composition theory and is organized as follows. 
Step 1. Show that every finite dimensional G-space is an ANR homology manifold. This 
involves the use of elementary properties of G-spaces together with sheaf-theoretic results of 
Dydak-Walsh [29]. 
Step 2. Specialize to 4D G-spaces and show that the geometry of these objects allows one 
to embed arbitrarily small 2-spheres, 3-cells and 3-spheres in such a G-space. The recent re- 
sult of W.J.R. Mitchell [45] is used in combination with classical 2-manifold recognition the- 
ory. This step will verify that X has a useful local structure, that of a semi-nicely spherical 
space. 
Step 3. Use the geometric objects identified above to show that Quinn’s resolution obstruction 
vanishes on every 4D G-space. That is, every 4D G-space, X, is the image of a genuine 4- 
manifold, 
M4 L x, (1) 
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where f is a continuous surjection such that for all x E X, f-‘(x) is a cell-like subset 
of M4. 
Step 4. Establish the 4D semi-nicely spherical shrinking theorem. This can then be applied 
to show all maps of the form (1) are approximable by homeomorphisms and thus establish the 
desired result. 
The reader interested in further developments as well as open problems in the theory of G- 
spaces is referred to the recent article by Busemann and Phadke [20]. This work is dedicated to 
the memory of Professor Herbert Busemann. 
2. Elements of G-space theory 
The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with a brief review of both the classical and 
modem elements of G-space theory used in the remainder of this paper. A detailed overview of’ 
the theory may be found in [58] and the reader desirous of a comprehensive treatment is referred 
to [18]. 
2.1. Classical concepts 
A metric d : X x X + [0, co) is said to be intrinsic provided the distance between any two 
points is the infimum of the lengths of paths joining the points. A space is said to be an inner 
metric space when it is equipped with an intrinsic metric. A geodesic segment is an isometry of 
an interval y : [a, b] -+ X. It is well-known (see [18], [58, p. 121) that every (X, d) G-space is a 
complete inner metric space which is locally compact. Furthermore, any two points in a G-space 
are joined by a geodesic segment ([18, p. 291). Combining these properties with the Busemann 
axioms yields the following useful fact. 
Proposition 2.1 (local uniqueness of joins). Let (X, d) be a G-space and let x E X. There is a 
positive radius r, such that any two points y, z E B, (x) in the closed ball are joined by a unique 
segment in X. 
Proof. See [18] or [58, p. 151. Cl 
Another useful feature of G-spaces is the local cone structure. Recall that the cone over a space 
Y, A (Y ), is the space obtained from the quotient map 
Y x I + (Y x I)/- = A(Y) 
where w identifies Y x (0) to a point. In light of Proposition 2.1, it is reasonable to define a similar 
structure calle-i the geodesic cone x *cg Y over a subset Y of some G-space X as the union of the 
images of all segments joining x to a point y E Y. The next proposition states that locally these 
two concepts agree in a G-space whenever Y is the boundary of a sufficiently small metric ball. 
Proposition 2.2 (positive injectivity radius [40]). Let (X, d) be a G-space and let x E X. There 
is a positive radius E, for which the closed metric bull BEI (x) is homeomorphic to the cone over 
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its boundary. That is, 
where S,,(x) denotes the metric sphere about x. 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of Proposition 2.1. See [40] or [58, p. 161. 0 
Using the local cone structure, Krakus determined a pair of retraction inequalities (see [40, 
p. 738-7391) which he used to determine the topology of low dimensional G-spaces. The setup 
for these inequalities is as follows. Let x E X, let ~1 > 0 be a cone radius about x as in 
Proposition 2.2, and let 0 < ~2 < cl /2. Use the radial segments to define a continuous retraction 
r: &,W--1 x 1 + &(x). Next call a pair of points a, b E SE*(x) antipodal if x lies on the 
unique segment joining a to b. 
Proposition 2.3 (Krakus’ first retraction inequality). L.-et a, b E S,,(x) be non-antipodal points 
and let y be in the interior of the unique segment joining a to b. Then we have the following strict 
inequality 
d(y, r(y)) < d(y, a). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the triangle inequality and and the axiom of unique- 
ness of extensions. See [40] or [58, p. 181 for details. Cl 
Corollary 2.4 (second retraction inequality [40]). Let a, b E S,, (x) be non-antipodal points and 
let y be in the interior of the unique segment joining a to b. Then the following strict inequality 
holds 
d(b, r(y)) < d(a, b). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.3 to get that d(y, r(y)) -C d(y, a). Then 
dtb, r(y)) < d(b, y) + d(y, r(y)) -C d(b, y) + d(y, a) = d(b, a). q 
A space Y is called homogeneous provided for any two points x, y E Y there is a ambient 
, homeomorphism of pairs h : (Y, x) -+ (Y, y) and locally homogeneous provided every tow 
points have neighborhoods which are homeomorphic (as pointed sets). Busemann determined 
([ 18, p. 491) that G-spaces are locally homogeneous. As an easy application of the local cone 
structure, one has the following result. 
Theorem 2.5. Every G-space is homogeneous. 
Proof. Let X be a G-space. Via Corollary 2.1, X is path-connected. Fix xc E X and let A = 
{x E X 1 3 homeomorphism 4 : (X, x) + (X, xc)}. It suffices to show that A = X. Note that 
A # 0 since x0 E A. 
A is open: Let a E A, choose E, > 0 a cone radius about a as in Proposition 2.2, and 
set S = ~,/4. It suffices to show that int Ba(a) c A. To this end, let y E int BJ (a) and let 
w E 8 Bs (a) be the unique boundary point such that y is contained in the interior of the segment 
joining a to w. Note that via the triangle inequality, B,J~(w) c int B,.(a). Hence ~,/2 is a 
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cone radius for UJ. Let t, = d(zu, y) and let h : 10, ~,/2] + [0, ~,/2] be a piecewise linear 
homeomorphism sending 0 H 0, t, H &,/4, and &,/2 I+ ~,/2. Apply Proposition 2.2 to 
find the homeomorphism I+Q = h-’ : BE,,* + A(&J~(w)). Define a homeomorphism 0 : 
A(&J~(w)) -+ A(&a/2(w)) via @(k, fl> = k, h(t)]. Observe that # : 4,p(~) -+ &,J~(w) 
given by 6 = 1cr-l o 0 o @ is a homeomorphism sending y to a and fixing the boundary of 
B,0,2(~). Extend @ to a homeomorphism @ : (X, y) -+ (X, a) by declaring @ to be the identily 
on X - B,.,~(w). Then y E A, as desired. 
A is closed: Let {a,}r=t c A be a convergent sequence such that limn+.oo Q,, = a. Choose 
a cone radius F, > 0 about a and find a, E int BC0,4(u). Let w E aBE0,4(u) be the unique 
such point so that a, is in the interior of the segment joining w to a. Arguing as above, find a 
homeomorphism 4 : BE,,2(w) + BE,,2(w) fixed on the boundary and sending a, to a. Extend 
to a homeomorphism @ : (X, a,) + (X, a) as before. Therefore a E A as desired. 
Since X is connected, it must be the case that A = X and thus X is homogeneous. •I 
Remark. Busemann asked ([ 18, p. 4031) whether every G-space is locally homogeneous in the 
sense of Montgomery ([47]), i.e., can the homogeneity homeomorphisms be chosen so that each 
is isotopic to the identity. Upon closer inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.5 above, one notices 
the answer is affirmative, either as a local consideration or as a global one. 
2.2. Modern concepts 
A litmus test for an arbitrary space to be a topological manifold is that it must be a generalized 
manifold, i.e., a finite dimensional ANR homology manifold. Therefore our next task is to establish 
that every finite dimensional G-space is a generalized manifold. 
Definition 2.6. Let Y be a metric space. Y is said to be an absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) 
provided for every closed embedding e : Y + 2 of Y into a metric space 2, there is an open 
neighborhood l-J of the image e(Y) which retracts to e(Y). This is, there is a continuous surjection 
r : U -+ e(Y) 
with r(x) = x for all x E e(Y). 
The following recognition theorem for ANR’s is mainly due to Kuratowski [41] and more 
general statements of this theorem are found in [23, p. 1191 and [59, p. 2371. 
Theorem 2.7 (Kuratowski). Let Y be afinite dimensional, Eocully contractible separable metric 
space. Then Y is un ANR. 
Recall that a space is separable if it has a countable dense subset. For metrizable spaces, the 
Lindelof property (every open cover has a countable subcover) implies separability (see [49, 
p. 1941). As an immediate corollary to Theorem 2.7 and finite compactness in G-spaces, we have 
the following result. 
Corollary 2.8. Everyjinite dimensional G-space is an ANR. 
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Proof. Apply Proposition 2.2 to see that every G-space X is locally contracible. To see that X has 
the Lindelof property, note that X is the monotone union of compact metric balls X = lJ,“=, B,(x) 
and hence is Lindelof. 0 
Definition 2.9. Let Y be a topological space and let IZ E N be a positive integer. Y is said to be a 
homology n-manifold provided for every y E Y, 
Hj(Y, Y - {y}; Z) S Hi(Iw”, Iw” - (0); Z) 
where Hi (-9 a; Z) denotes singular relative homology with integral coefficients. 
The sheaf-theoretic approach to homology manifold recognition theory was begun by Bredon 
[8] and continued in the subsequent work of Bryant [l 11, and Dydak-Walsh [29]. All three of 
these results can be applied to the G-space setting to establish the desired conclusion. As a matter 
of convenience, the reader is referred to [29, p. 841 for a proof of the following result. 
Theorem 2.10 (homology manifold recognition). Let Y be locally compact, metrizable. Suppose 
Y satisfies the following properties: 
(PI) Y is homologically locally connected with respect to singular homology, i.e., given a point 
y E Y and a compact neighborhood A, of y, there is a compact neighborhood B, C A, such 
that inclusion induces the trivial homomorphism 
i, : &(B,; Z) + &(A,; Z). 
(P2) Y has constant integral cohomological dimension dim2 Y = n, i.e., for each open subset 
U # 0, the cohomology with compact supports has the property 
H,k(U;Z)gO, fork>n 
and there is some open subset V for which H,“(V; Z) # 0. 
(P3) For any two points x, y E Y the local Steenrod homology groups are isomorphic, i.e., 
‘Hk(Y,Y -{y};Z)g’Hk(Y,Y -{x};Z) fork=O, l,..., n. 
(Pd) Each Steenrod local group ‘Hk (Y, Y - { y }; Z) is finitely generated. 
Then Y is a homology n-manifold. 
It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 that every G-space satisfies (PI). If X is a 
finite dimensional G-space, then by Theorem 2.5, both (P2) and (Ps) hold. In order to verify (Pd), 
we will make use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. Every$nite dimensional compact ANR Z hasfinitely generated homology. 
Proof. Embed Z in II@ for k sufficiently large and triangulate a closed neighborhood 0 which 
retracts to Z. The retraction induces an epimorphism r* : H, (0) + H,(Z) yielding the desired 
conclusion. 0 
Remark. It is a foundational result due to West that each compact ANR has the homotopy type 
of a finite polyhedron (see [60]). 
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Theorem 2.12. Everyfinite dimensional G-space X satisfies Property (PJ) of Theorem 2.10, and 
consequently every such X is a homology manifold. 
Proof. The strategy is to first show that sufficiently small metric spheres in X are compact ANR’s 
and then apply Lemma 2.11 in order to deduce (Pd). To this end, let x E X, let ~1 be a cone radius 
of x and let 0 < E < q/2. Fix a point a E SE*(x) and set 
es(a) = S,,(x) n %(a) 
where 6 is a cone radius about a such that 6 < ~2. Note that no pair of points in Qs (a) is antipodal. 
Exploiting the cone structure of Bs(a), we may naturally define the continuous deformation 
H : &(a) x I + By. Composing with the retraction of Proposition 2.3, we obtain a 
deformation 
r G H : Q&(a) x L + f&(x). 
Apply Corollary 2.4 to see that the image of r o H is contained in es(a) and hence 
r G H : es(a) x I + es(a) 
is a contraction of Qh (a) in itself. Apply Theorem 2.7 and the hypothesis that dim X -z 00 to see 
that S,, (x) is an ANR, as desired. Cl 
We now extend Definition 2.9 to include a notion of boundary. 
Definition 2.13. A space Y is said to be a homology n-manifold with boundary provided Y can 
be written as the disjoint union of subsets A, B so that 
(a) For all a E A, H,(Y, Y - {a}; Z) kZ H,(lR”, Iw” - (0); Z). 
(b) For all b E B, H,(Y, Y - {b}; Z) g 0. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.12 and the local cone structure, we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 2.14. Let (X, d) be a G-space, dim X = n < 00. Thenfor all su$kiently small r > 0 
and x E X, we have that 
1. B,(x) is a homology n-manifold with boundary a B, (x) = S,(x). 
2. S,(x) is a homology (n - 1)-manifold with empty boundary. 
Proof. Coose r < ex where &x is the cone radius about x. Via Theorem 2.12, X is a homology 
n-manifold. Therefore int B,(x) is also a homology n-manifold. Since int B,(x) is contractible, 
it is necessarily orientable (see Dold [27, p. 2551). Let z E S,(x) and apply the cone structure of 
B,(x) to see that B,(x) - {z} is contractible. Hence 
fL@,(x), B,(x) - Izl) = 0 
which establishes part 1. 
For part 2, apply the cone structure to find a homeomorphism 
e : S,(x) x (-1,l) + U 
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where U is an open set in int B,(x) containing S,(x) and e(S,(x) x (0)) = S,(x). Necessarily 
U is an orientable homology n-manifold. Let y E S,(x) and J = (-1, 1). Use duality to obtain 
that 
H*@,(x), S,(x) - {y}) 2 H*@,(x) x J, S(x) x J - {y x J}) g Ej,“-*(y x J). 
Via [57, p. 3221, 
ii,“-*(y x J) ii”-*(P) 
z, *=n-1, 
otherwise 
and S,(x) is homology (n I)-manifold. Cl 
this homology in place, is relatively to verify conjec- 
ture dimensions < 
Corollary 2.15. Let X be a G-space with n = dimX 6 3. Then X is a n-manifold. 
Proof. Use the retraction on Proposition 2.3 to see that sufficiently small metric spheres S,, (x) are 
connected and locally path connected. Therefore such S,,(x) are themselves homology (n - l)- 
manifolds. Now apply classical manifold recognition theory in dimensions 1 and 2 (see [61]) 
to recognize such S,,(x) as topological manifolds. This now allows us to find, using the local 
cone/product structure in B,, (x) - {x}, points in X having manifold neighborhoods. Now apply 
Theorem 2.5 to see that every point in X has a manifold neighborhood. Cl 
3. Cell-like maps 
Modem decomposition theory of manifolds is the study of proper, surjective maps of the form 
f : M” + x (2) 
where M” is a manifold and each fiber of f, f-‘(x), is a compact subset of M”. (Recall that 
f is said to be proper provided f-‘(C) is compact for each compact C.) One of the principal 
concerns of the theory is to determine when maps of the form (2) can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by homeomorphisms. If f is approximable by homeomorphisms (or ABH), one is able to 
immediately determine the topological type of X as being that of Mn. 
A necessary condition that a map of the form (2) be ABH is that each fiber f-‘(x) be a cell-like 
set [23, p. 351, and such a map is said to be a cell-like map. However this condition is not suffi- 
cient and the interested reader may find a plethora of non-ABH examples in [23, Section 9 and 
Chapter VI]. 
Given a space X, we are naturally led to ask two fundamental questions. 
Question A. When does there exist a manifold M” and a map of the form (2) having cell-like 
fibers? 
Question B. Given such a map, when is it ABH? 
This section is devoted to answering Question A when that X is a 4D G-space. 
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Definition 3.1. Let C be a compact metric space. C is said to be cell-like provided given any 
embedding e : C + Y, where Y is an ANR, and given any open subset U 
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Proof. For part (a), since U, is a manifold, i (U) = 1. Apply Property 1 of the local index to see 
that i(Y) = 1. Part (b) follows after applying part (a) to any point y lying in the interior of a top 
dimensional simplex. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Let Y be an admissible homology n-manifold, n 2 4. Assume aY = 0. If there 
is an embedding e : N”-’ + Y of an topological (n - l)-manifold N”-’ such that e(N”-‘) 
locally separates Y, then i(Y) = 1 and Y is resolvable. 
Proof. Find a neighborhood W C Y and an open cell D”-’ c e(N) for which W - Dn-’ 
is the disjoint union of two open subsets WI and Wz whose common boundary is D”-‘. Set 
X = WI U D”-’ and note that X is an admissible homology manifold whose boundary is the 
open 12 - 1 cell D”-‘. Let Z = X U~I {II”-’ x [0, l)} be the adjunction space formed by 
attaching an open collar to 8X. Observe that every open set U contained in the collar, i (U) = 1. 
Via Property 1 of the local index, 1 = i(U) = i(Z) = i(W,) = i(Y), and hence Y is resolvable. 
17 
3.2. Resolving 40 G-spaces 
The overall strategy to verify resolvability of a4D G-space X is to construct a locally separating 
embedding e : D3 + X and apply Corollary 3.6 above. Recall the definition of QJ(u) = 
&(x) fl B(a), for suitably chosen ~2 and 6, and consider the frontier of es(a), &(a), given 
by &(a) = &(x) fl &(a). It is precisely &(a) which we wish to analyze using the following 
recent theorem of Mitchell [45]. 
Theorem 3.7 (Mitchell). Let Y be a locally compact,first countable homology n-manifold with 
boundary. Assume that dimz Y < 00. Then either 
1. ay is empty, or 
2.8 Y is a homology (n - I)-manifold with empty boundary Moreover ifaY # 0, then i3Y is 
cohomologically locally connected over Z. 
We say that a space Y is cohomologically locally connected over Z provided for every y E Y 
and every neighborhood U,, there is a sub-neighborhood V, so that inclusion induces the trivial 
homomorphism i* : fi*(U,; Z) + Z?*(Vy ; Z). (Compare with (Pt) of Theorem 2.10.) We now 
apply Mitchell’s Theorem to analyze the topology of a QJ (a). 
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a G-space, with dimX =n~oo,letx~XandletQ~(u)beasin 
the proof of Theorem 2.12. Then Qa (a) has the following properties. 
1. QJ (a) is a homology (n - l)-manifold whose boundary a QJ (a) = KS (a). 
2. Ka(u) is a homology (n - 2)-manifold. 
3. KS (a) is cohomologically locally connected over Z. 
Proof. Via Corollary 2.14, S,,(x) is a homology (n - 1)-manifold (with no boundary). Thus 
int QJ(u) = S,, (x) n int BJ (a) is a homology manifold with empty boundary. Recall the contrac- 
tion r o H : es(a) x I + es(u) from page 251 and, applying the second retraction inequality, 
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note that for each w E &(a), the restriction r o H] : Qa (a) - {w } x I + Q&(a) - {w} is a con- 
traction of Qs (a) - {w }. Therefore the local homology groups H, (Qa (a), Qs (a) -{w }; Z) vanish 
which implies 8 es(u) = &(a). By Mitchell’s Theorem, &(a) is a homology (n - 2)-manifold 
which is cohomologically locally connected over Z. 0 
At the core of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is the following recognition result. 
Proposition 3.9. Let n = 4 and let &(a) = 8 Qa (a) b e as above. Then a Qs (a) is topologically 
equivalent to the 2-sphere, S2. 
Proof. Via Proposition 3.8 above, i3 es(a) is a homology 2-manifold. Since Qa (a) is contractible, 
it is orientable over Z (see [3]). Via the proof of Theorem 2.12, QJ (a) - a Qs (a) is also contractible. 
Apply Lefschetz duality (cf. White [62, Thm. 4.31) to see that 
H,iaQs<a>> E HdS2) (3) 
which gives that i3Qa(a) is connected (among other things). Apply the third conclusion of 
Mitchell’s theorem and [37, p. 3481 to see that a es(a) is locally connected. Since 8 es(u) is 
compact, it is necessarily a Peano continuum. Classical 2-manifold recognition theory (see [61]) 
guarantees that every homology 2-manifold which is a Peano continuum is a genuine 2-manifold. 
From the homology data in (3), a Qs (a) is seen to have the homology of S2. Now apply [42, p. 261 
to recognize a Q,j (a) as S2. Cl 
Corollary 3.10. Every 4-dimensional G-space is resolvable. 
Proof. Given X4 a G-space, let aQs(a) be as above and consider the (non-singular) geodesic 
cone x *g a QJ(u) C B,,(x). Via Proposition 3.9 and the cone structure of B,,(x), we are able 
to recognize x *g a Q&(u) as being a genuine 3-cell. Moreover since 8 Qa (a) separates S,,(x), 
duality guarantees that x *g a QJ(u) separates B,,(x). Now apply Corollary 3.6 to see that 
i(X) = 1 and hence X4 is resolvable by Quinn’s Theorem 3.4. 0 
Remark. Notice that in the proof of the above corollary, we have a choice of either of two 3-cells 
having the separation property: D: = x *s a Qs (a) and 03 = a *g a es(u). That is, coning 
over a Qa (a) from either x or a yields an embedded 3-cell in X. It is an immediate consequence 
of the second retraction enequality that these two 3-cells 0: and 03 meet only in their common 
boundary 8 Qs (a) 2 S2. Therefore 0: U 03 is a topological 3-sphere embedded in X which 
separates. Consider the unique segment [x, a] and let y be in the interior of this segment. Clearly 
a component of X - 0: U 03 is a neighborhood of y and the boundary of this neighborhood is 
an embedded 3-sphere. 
A space X each of whose points have arbitrarily small neighborhoods with n-sphere boundaries 
is said to be locally n-spherical. The next result establishes that each 4D G-space has this local 
structure. 
Proposition 3.11. Let X be a 4-dimensional G-space. Then X is locally 3-spherical. 
Proof. Let y E X and let WY be an arbitrary open neighborhood of y in X. The goal is to produce 
an open neighborhood V, c W, having a 3-sphere boundary. To this end, choose E such that 
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0 < E < ey/2 and with the property B,(y) c WY (here cy denotes the cone radius about y). 
Choose a point x E int B,(y) so that 
y E int B,(x) C B,(x) C int B,(y) 
for some 0 -K r < e/2. Note that the unique segment [x, y] has a natural extension to the boundary 
S,(x) and this extension meets the boundary in a single endpoint which we denote by a. 
Arguing as in Corollary 3.10, we see that both 0: = x *g aQ,(a) and 03 = a *g i3 Qr (a) 
are 3-cells whose union forms a 3-sphere C 3. We claim that E 3 is contained in int B,(y), as C3 is 
contained in B,(x) U B,(a). This can be obtained as follows. By our choice of r and x, we have 
B,(x) c int B,(y). Moreover for any w E B,(u), we have 
d(w, y> < d(w, a) + d(a, y) 6 f- + d(a, x) < 2r < E 
and therefore B,(u) c int B,(y), yielding C3 c int B,(y). Via duality and contractibility of 
int B,(y), we have &(int B,(y) - II’; Z) 2 H3(C3, Z) 2 Z. Hence x3 separates int B,(y) 
into two components having x3 as the common boundary (see Raymond [54, Thm. 2, p. 121). 
By our choice of r-, neither x nor a is an element of a Qr (a). An application of uniqueness of 
joins reveals that int[x, a] < x3. In particular y $! EC3 and the desired open neighborhood V, is 
the component of int B,(y) - IZ3 containing y. Cl 
It was shown in Corollary 2.15 that all G-spaces of dimension < 3 are locally spherical. 
However, in this low dimensional setting, these local spheres are both tamely embedded and 
compatible with the local cone structure in the sense that coning over these spheres yields em- 
bedded cells. Neither of these features is readily apparent in dimension 4 and our next task is to 
construct local spheres which, while not completely tame, are sufficiently well-behaved for our 
purpose. 
3.3. Local spheric@ and local tameness 
Let f : M” + Y be a cell-like surjection of an n-manifold onto a locally spherical space Y. In 
the absence of tameness conditions on the (n - 1)-spheres in Y, deciding the ABH question for 
f is difficult, and indeed f need not always have this property. Armentrout [4] has constructed 
a non-ABH example when n = 3 and the general question remains unsolved for n > 4 as of 
this writing. Our goal is to establish a certain tameness criterion on the local 3-spheres in a 4D 
G-space, called semi-niceness. 
Let Y be any space. Recall that a subspace X c Y is said to be l-LCC at the point x E X 
provided for every open neighborhood U, c Y there is a subneighborhood V, c U, so that 
every map of the form 4 : S’ + V, - X can be extended to a map @ : D* + U, - X. X is 
I-LCC embedded if it is I-LCC at each of its points. It is an elementary exercise that each flatly 
embedded sphere C”-’ c I[$", n 2 3, is l-LCC embedded in Iw”. 
Following Cannon ([21]) and Daverman ([25]) we say that Y is semi-nicely locally (n - l)- 
spherical provided each point y E Y has arbitrarily small neighborhoods V whose boundary 
aV is topologically S”-’ and l-LCC embedded in v. Y is said to be nicely locally (n - l)- 
spherical provided there exists arbitrarily small V as before such that a V is I-LCC embedded in 
all of Y. 
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The next result shows that sufficiently small metric spheres in a 4D G-space are semi-nicely 
locally 2-spherical. 
Proposition 3.12. Let X4 be a 40 Busemann G-space, x E X, ~1 > 0 a cone radius about x, 
und let 0 < ~2 < &l/2. The metric sphere S,,(x) is semi-nicely locally 2-spherical. 
Proof. Fix a point a E SE*(x) and let U, c S,,(x) be an open neighborhood of a. Choose a 
cone radius S > 0 about a satisfying Q,r (a) C U, (here es(a) = S,,(x) f~ Bs (a) as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.12) and such that 6 < ~1. Via the ANR pasting lemma ([59, p. 481) we have that 
aQs(a) g S2 implies es(a) is an ANR. We aim to show aQs(a) is l-LCC in es(a). To this 
end, recall the contraction 
r 0 H : Qs(a) x LO, 11 -+ Qs(a) 
from the proof of Theorem 2.12. Via the second retraction inequality, we have that for all t > 0, 
r o I& (Qs (a)) c Qs (a) - a Qa (a). Applying [59, Thm. 7.25, p. 3241, we have that a Qs (a) is a 
Z-set in es(a) (cf. [59, p. 2621). The l-LCC property is now an immediate consequence of [59, 
Corollary 7.2.3, Theorem 7.2.5 and Lemma 7.2.11. 0 
Next, we establish the following l-LCC sum theorem. 
Theorem 3.13 (l-LCC sum). Let Y ‘+’ be an oriented, admissible homology (n + 1)-manifold 
(aY = 0) and let C” be an n-sphere embedded in Y. Assume that En is the union of two n-cells 
C = Dy U D; so that 
1. 0; and Dg meet only in their common boundary 
2.0; and D!j are each 1 -LCC embedded in Z, where Z is the closure of one of the components 
of Y-E. 
Then C” is I-LCC embedded in Z. 
Proof. Let a E C” and U, c Z be an open neighborhood of a. Choose closed subdiscs Ei c Di 
satisfying 
1. El U E2 is neighborhood of a in C, 
2. El U E2 c U,. 
We choose an open neighborhood W, c Z of a such that 
3. W, f~ C c intc(Et U E2), 
4. w, c u,. 
Since D1 is l-LCC embedded in Z, there is a subneighborhood WJ c W, so that loops in 
WJ - D1 are contractible in W, - D1. Consider a loop of the form 
4:S’+ W;-Cc W;--0,. 
Ry hypothesis, this extends to a map 4 : B2 + W, - D1. 
Next, choose a closed subdisc F” c int E2 so that #r(B’) II x c F. Note that 4 : B* L* 
4 (B*) U F” C W, - D1 and that +(B2) II x C int F” c E2. Observe that int F” is l-LCC in 
Z since F c D2. We claim that int F” is 0-LCC in Z. To this end let p E F” and let VP c Y 
be an open neighborhood. Choose a subdisc D, c F” so that p E int D, c D, c VP and 
choose a connected open subset of V,,, VP containing p so that int D, separates Vi into two path 
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components t!k’i and t?!, (apply Raymond [54, Thm. 21). Assume the notation so that ei c Z. Then 
6 is an neighborhood of p in Z and, moreover, every map f : (0, 1) + 6 - F” = el extends 
to a map f : [0, l] + ei as ei is path connected. 
The argument given by Cannon in [21, 2C.2, p. 341 now applies to our setting, and we obtain 
a map @ : B2 + W, - II with I@ = 4 on S’. This provides a contraction of the loop 4 in 
W, - IZ c U, - C as desired. Cl 
This corollary establishes the existence of the desired local structure for a 4D Busemann G- 
space. 
Theorem 3.14. Let X be a 40 Busemann G-space and x E X. Then X is semi-nicely locally 
3-spherical. 
Proof. Let V = int BEx (x) be the contractible open neighborhood of x in X and choose E > 0 
so that E < &,/4. Note that the closed metric ball BE(x) is contained in V. Fix b E S,(x) and 
consider the metric ball B,(b). Note that B,(b) c BEx (x) and therefore B,(b) is a cone. Now 
x E S,(b) and via Proposition 3.12 we have that a Q6(x) is I-LCC embedded in QE (x). Via 
symmetry in this construction also have that aQE(b) is I-LCC in es(b), and aQ,(x) = aQE(b). 
Arguing as in Proposition 3.11, we have that the union of geodesic ones is a topological 3-sphere 
C3, where 
X3 = x ; aQE(x) U b ; aQE(b). 
Since @(x3) E Z E Ht (int B,(x), int BEI (x) - x3), we see that 
0 % Hi(int BEx(x)) + Hr(int Bcx (x), int Bcx(x) - x3) 
5 fiu (int B,,(x) - x3) + 0 
and thus C3 separates V = int BEx (x) into two components WI, W2. Applying Raymond [54] or 
Ancel [3], we have that x3 is the common boundary of WI and W2. Let WI be the component 
of V - IZ3 which contains the interior of the unique segment [x, b]. Arguing as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.13, we have that x3 is 0-LCC embedded in WI, and we claim that x3 is l-LCC 
embedded in W 1. 
In order to verify this claim, first consider the 3-cell x *g a QG (x). For each parameter t E 
(0, d(x, b)], we may naturally identify a homeomorphic opy of Q,(x), Q,(x) x {t}, in Wt by 
considering the cone structure. Thus given a point z on the 3-cell x *g a Qs (x) and an open subset 
U c W 1 containing z, let t = d(x, z) and consider the following three cases. 
Case 1. 0 < t -c E. Set Ua = U fl Q,(x) x {t} and find a connected open neighborhood V0 
of z in es(x) x {t} so that inclusion induces the trivial homomorphism 
69 : nt(Vo - aQ,(x> x ItI> + nlW0 - aQ&) x It)). 
Use the cone structure to find VI c VO and 6 > 0 so that VI x (t - 6, t + S) c U. That this 
inclusion induces a trivial homomorphism of fundamental groups follows immediately from the 
commutativity of the diagram below. 
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nl(Vo x (t - 6, t + S) - x ; dQ&)) - R(U - x ; sQs(x)). 
(4) 
Case 2. t = 0. The situation is somewhat easier in the case that x = z. In this case any 
neighborhood U of x in WI must contain Q,(x) x {t}, for some t > 0, and hence U contains 
QE(x) x (0, t). Since int QB(x) is contractible, ni(int es(x) x (0, t)) ?I {l}, yielding the trivial 
homomorphism upon considering the inclusion es(x) x (0, t) - x *R 8 Qp(x) c U - x *R 
3 QE (x). This establishes Case 2. 
Case 3. t = E. Choose an open neighborhood (3, c WI so that (3, c (3, c U and such 
that the intersection (3, n b *g a QB(x) is a subdisc F3. Set UO = 23, fl QE(b), where ‘B, is an 
open neighborhood of z in X such that ‘B, n W i = (3,. Using the cone structure, we may find a 
neighborhood VO x {t} c UO of z in Q,(b) and a 6 > 0, where 6 < E < Ed, so that 
v, x (t - 6, t + S) n WI c (3,. 
Since aQ,(x) is I-LCC in Q,(b), there is an open neighborhood VI x {t} of z in VO x {t} so that 
loops in VI x {t} - aQ,( x contract in VO x {t} - aQ,(x). We set ) 
v = VI x (t - 6, t + s) n 0,. 
Consider a loop 4 : S’ + V - x *g a QE (x). Since x3 is 0-LCC in W 1, we may apply Cannon 
([22, 2C.2, p. 341) to homotopically adjust 4 in V - x *g 8 es(x) so that im@ misses C3. Use 
the product structure to define a map @ : S’ x [0, l] + (VI - aQ,(x)) x (t - 6, t + 6) so that 
@a = 4 and im r,ki C (VI - 8 QB(x)) x {t}. Then @i extends to a map of a disc into VO - i3 Q,(x) 
and therefore I@ extends to a map @ : B2 + VO x (t - 6, t + 6) where + = 4 on S’. In particular 
+(S’) misses F3. 
Apply the disc-snipping technique of Burgess ([ 15, Lemma 1, p. 821) to obtain a map h : B2 + 
VO x (t - 6, t + S) so that 
(i)h =#onS’, 
(ii) im ), c im r,!r U int F3, 
(iii) imh - F3 is connected. 
In particular, im k lies (3, - (x *g a Q,(x)) and hence h is the desired contraction of #J. Thus 
x *g i3QE(x) is l-LCC embedded in W 1. 
By a symmetric argument, we have that b *g 8 es(b) is also l-LCC embedded in W 1. Apply 
the l-LCC sum theorem (with Y = V orientable) to see that the union 
C3 = x ; aQ,(x) u b ; aQ,(b) 
is l-LCC embedded in wi as asserted. 
The final step in the argument is to assure that the semi-nice sphere structure in X is truly local. 
One simple way to do this is to make a slight modification in the above construction. Specifically 
given y and a neighborhood W c X, first choose an E < E, and then find a point x E int B,(y) 
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so that 
y E int Z&(X) c int B,(y) 
for some 0 < 6 < c/4. Consider the unique segment [x, y]. This segment extends uniquely to 
the boundary Sa(x) and we call this endpoint b. Now proceed with the symmetric construction 
described above using these points x and b. 0 
4. The 4D semi-nicely spherical shrinking theorem 
In the previous sections, we have discovered that each 4D G-space X is both resolvable and 
semi-nicely locally 3-spherical. It is the aim of this chapter to establish that these two properties are 
sufficient to recognize X as a topological 4-manifold, and thus prove Theorem 1.3. This chapter 
constitutes tep 4 of the strategy outlined on page 247. 
4. I. Spherical shrinking: background 
A natural setting in which one encounters alocally spherical space occurring as a decomposition 
space is when considering proper surjective maps between manifolds 
?r:M”+N”. (5) 
If such a map is ABH, then fibers of n are not only cell-like, but have the additional feature of 
being cellular. 
Definition 4.1. Let C be a compact subset of an n-manifold M”. C is said to be cellular in M 
provided there is a sequence of n-cells {Dy} such that Di+t c int 0; and 
C={D:. 
i=l 
If C is cellular in M”, then it follows immediately [59, p. 3141 that C is a cell-like set. This 
next result distinguishes cellular sets from among all cell-like sets in manifolds of sufficiently 
high dimension and is due to McMillan [44] for n 2 5, and Freedman [33] for n = 4. 
Theorem 4.2 (cellularity criterion). Let C be a cell-like subset contained in a manifold M”, 
n 2 4. Then C is cellular in M” is and only if 
(7) For each open neighborhood U of C in M, there is a neighborhood V of C in M, so that 
every map 4 : S’ + V\C extends to a map I$ : D2 + U\C. 
Remark. When n = 3 and C is a cell-like subset of S3, McMillan [44] established that C is 
cellular in S3 if and only in C satisfies condition (7) in S3. The general statement for 3-manifolds 
implies the Poincare conjecture (see [44, p. 3301 and [23, p. 1471). 
The concept of cellularity comes into play quite naturally in the study of cell-like maps between 
manifolds. If rr is a cell-like map of the form (5) it is known (see [23, p. 1471) that the fibers of 
rr satisfy condition (f) in M” and hence n is a cellular map provided n 2 4. A similar result can 
be established when the image is assumed to be locally spherical. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let n : M” + Y be a cell-like map of a manifold onto a locally spherical space, 
where n >, 3. Then the fibers of 7t satisfy condition (t) and hence if n 2 4, n is a cellular map. 
Proof. Apply [23, Corollary 18.X, p. 1461. It suffices to show that each point y E Y is l-LCC 
embedded in Y. Given a neighborhood U, in Y, use the fact that Y is an ANR (see [23, p. 1291) 
to find a sub-neighborhood W, which contracts in Uy. Consider a map 4 : S’ += W,, - {y}. 
Since W,, contracts in U,, 4 naturally extends to a map @ : D2 + U,. Next find vy such that 
y E v, c vy c WY c U, and so that ayV E (n - 1)-sphere and #(S’) f~ I’,, = 0. Since aV, 
is an ANR, there is a pair of sub-neighborhoods of WY, O2 c 01, with y 6 (3t and there is a 
homotopy H : (32 x I + Cl1 so that If0 = lo2 and H 1 is a retraction of (32 onto a y,, (see [59, 
Thm. 5.1.1, p. 1911 and [23, Thm. 8, p. 1171). 
Since W, contracts in U,, 4 naturally extends to a map @ : D2 -+ U,. Construct a compact 
2-manifold with boundary F2 c D2 so that @-‘(av,,) c int F’ c F2 c Q-l(&) c int D2. 
Proceed iductively on the innermost boundary components of F2, 6’1, . . ., CL. Given a boundary 
component ei, redefine 0 in small collar neighborhood of ei in ‘;ri, where ‘& is the component 
of D2 - e; missing aD2, via defining the map @i : C'i x [0, l] + (31 where @i(X, t) = 
H(@i_1 (x), t). Make the obvious extension of @i to D2 - Ti. Note that @i (., 1) maps the 
loop ei x (1) to a y,, which is simply connected by hypothesis. Therefore @i extends to a map 
@pi : z + (31 such that @i]cj = cPi_t ]c,, and @ilao z = @lao2. The map Qk maps D2 into 
W,. - {y} and hence the loop 4 contracts in U, - {y}. 0 
Local spherical structures and the notion of cellularity were exploited by Moore [48], Roberts 
and Steenrod [55], Armentrout [5], Siebenmann [56] and Quinn [52] to establish this next foun- 
dational result which we will find quite useful. 
Theorem 4.4. Let n : M” + N” be a proper, continuous surjection between n-manifolds. 
(a) Ifn # 3 and n is cell-like, then n is ABH. 
(b) Ifn = 3 and n is assumed to be cellular, then x is ABH. 
The additional assumption of cellularity when n = 3 is crucial and the necessity of the 
hypothesis is intricately related to Poincare’s Conjecture (see [23, p. 1471 or [46]). 
We turn our attention to the generalizations of Theorem 4.4 in high dimension (n 3 4) as 
these will also be used to establish the 4D semi-nicely spherical shrinking theorem. Cannon ([2 11) 
established the next result which he dubbed weak taming. 
Theorem 4.5 (Cannon’s weak taming). Let rt : M” + Y be cell-like, where n 2 5. Then n is 
ABHprovided there is an embedded (n - 1)-sphere En-l c Y satisfying 
1. The restriction nl~_+-~(~) : M - n-‘(E) --+ Y - C is 1 to 1, 
2. C is 1 -LCC embedded in Y. 
Cannon’s weak taming theorem holds 12 = 3 provided n is a cellular map. The case n = 4 
also holds and is easily established as a consequence of Theorem 4.4 and the following result of 
Ferry [30] for n 2 5, and Freedman-Quinn [34, Thm. 9.3A] for n = 4. 
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Theorem 4.6 (l-LCC flattening; codimension 1). Let Y be an admissible homology n-manifold 
(aY = 0) and let Z c Y be a closed subset satisfying 
1. Y - IZ is a topological n-manifold, 
2. IZ (n - l)-manifold, 
3. IZ is I-LCC embedded in Y. 
Then Y is a n-manifold and Z is locally embedded in Y. 
As an application of weak taming, Cannon went on to establish the following spherical taming 
theorem, which we state using the terminology introduced in the previous chapter (see p. 256). 
Theorem 4.7 (Cannon’s strong taming). Let n : M” + Y be cell-like, where n > 5. If Y is 
nicely locally (n - 1)-spherical, then x is ABH. 
Moreover, strong taming in arbitrary dimension n is equivalent to all three of the following: 
1. weak taming holds in dimension n, 
2. Theorem 4.2 holds in dimension n, and 
3. Theorem 4.4 holds in the cellular setting for this n. 
As noted above, Freedman [33, p. 3731 established that the cellularity criterion holds when 
n = 4. Combining this with Theorem 4.6, we see that Cannon’s strong taming theorem holds in 
dimension 4. Cannon’s strong taming theorem also holds when n = 3, provided n is a cellular 
map. 
The situation for Y semi-nicely spherical was settled by Daverman [25] in the case that n 2 5. 
Theorem 4.8 (Daverman’s emi-nicely shrinking, n > 5). Let n : M” + Y be cell-like, where 
n > 5. If Y is semi-nicely locally (n - 1)-spherical, then n is ABH. 
Daverman’s technique for establishing Theorem 4.8 relied on the high dimensional (n > 5) cell- 
like approximation theorem of Edwards which, as of this writing, has no analogue in dimension 4. 
4.2. The 40 shrinking theorem 
The goal of this section is to establish the 4D analogue of Daverman’s emi-nicely shrinking 
theorem. This is the last remaining step in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 4.9 (semi-nicely shrinking, n = 4). Let M” be 4-manifold and let n : M4 + X be a 
cell-like resolution of a semi-nicely locally 3-spherical space X. Then n is ABH and hence X is 
a 4-manifold. 
Proof. For simplicity, assume that M4 is compact. Let CE(M4, X) denote the collection of 
cell-like maps of M4 onto X. Recall that C E ( M4, X) is a complete metric space, when equipped 
with the sup-norm metric (see [23, p. 1331). For each positive q, let 0, c CE(M4, X) be the 
collection of v-maps, i.e., cell-like maps such that diam f-‘(x) -c r] for all x E X. The aim is to 
verify that (3, is a dense open subset of CE(M4, X) for all q > 0, and thus obtain the result as a 
consequence of the Baire Category Theorem [49, p. 2941. 
To this end fix q, E > 0, and n E CE(M4, X). 
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Part 1. Open cover manipulations. Applying Lemma 4.3 above, we may find open cover of 
M4 by open 4-cells and a h > 0 such that if A c X and diam A < h, then rr-r (A) is contained 
in the interior of a 4-cell II4 E D. Here ?) is an open cover of M4 by 4-cell so that n is a ID-map. 
Cover X by open balls of radius < min{h/2, &/20}. Since dimX = 4, there is a refinement of 
this cover, say fi, whose order is 6 5 [49, p. 3021. Furthermore, we may choose St so that it may 
be partitioned into 5 sub-collections tc, . . ., S24 so that each fii consists of a finite number of 
open sets having pair-wise disjoint compact closures [59, p. 1441. Next, using the local spherical 
structure of X, refine SI by a finite open cover (Vi}f=‘=, where each 8 Vi E S3 is l-LCC embedded in 
Vi. For emphasis, note that k = card{ Vi}f=r and diam Vi < h/2. Choose a decreasing sequence 
E. =Ae > hr > . . . > hk > ih. By imposing an ordering of the Vi, we may select an integral 
indexing 0 = we < o1 < . . . -c ~04 = card 52 so that if t E { 1, . . . , k} with the property that 
0); < t < Oi+[ 9 then there is an element W, E Qi+l so that v, c W,. 
Technical point. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, specify a sequence of closed proper shrinkings 
J1”) = {JI”‘(v,)}~=, of the cover {Vj} so that each refinement again covers X. 
Part 2. 0, is dense in CE(M4, X). The aim of this step is to show that there is a sq E (3, so 
that d(n, g,) < E. We claim that there is a finite sequence {fi}fEo c CE(M4, X) satisfying the 
following criterion: 
co. 7r = fo. 
CI. d(f,,_, , fw, > < E/Z for i = 1, 2, 3,4. 
C?.Foreachiblandforeachj=l,..., i - 1, we have that fi is an n-map over JLci’(vi). 
C3. fi is an n-map over &. 
Cd. For each i 3 1 and to each A c X with diam A < Ai, there corresponds D4 E II such that 
f,-‘(A) c int D4 
The construction of these fi proceeds by induction on i = 0, 1,2, . . . , k. Set f. = n. Given fi_ , 
satisfying C&4, consider the following diagram. 
M4 _ _e”-, M,f 
(6) 
xc-xj 
41 
The space Xi is the adjunction space 
Xi = X - t$ Uav, i3v X [0, l] Uavixpj Vj X {0} 
where the natural identification a Vi x { 1) = a Vi is made. As an application of the Vietoris-Begle 
Mapping Theorem (see [57, p. 344]), or the argument given in [23, p. 191, Cor. 26.1A], one can 
show that X is an admissible homology manifold (it is an immediate consequence of the local 
spherical structure that X is finite dimensional). Now apply Raymond [54, Thm. 1.1 so see that 
Xi is itself admissible. Recalling that a& E S3, note that the Quinn local index i(Xi) = 1, 
since aVi x (0, 1) is a manifold. Therefore there is a cell-like resolution ni : M,! + Xi via 
Theorem 3.4. 
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The map qi : Xi + X is the natural map obtained the collapsing each of the collar lines 
of a vi x [0, l] to a point. The fibers of qi over aVi x [0, l] are either points or arcs, and 
therefore qi is a proper, cell-like surjection. Applying [59, Cor. 7.1.91, we see that the composition 
qi o ni : Mf + X is a resolution of X. Applying Quinn [52, Thm. 2.6.11, for each 6 > 0, we 
may select a homeomorphism 06 : M4 + Mf which makes diagram (6) &commutative. We 
choose 6 = 6(i) to be sufficiently less than the minimum of c/2’+’ and the prescribed controllers, 
Vi,. . . , vh which are described below. 
The controllers vf .For each j = 0, 1, 2, 3,4 consider fij. By construction Stj consists of 
finitely many open sets with pair-wise disjoint compact closures. Hence there is a 0 < pj < &/lo 
such that for each distinct pair Ei, E2 E ?j 9 N(Ei , Pi) n N(E2, pj) = 0. Let p = min pj and 
choose a sequence of positive numbers {v;}~=, so that Cf=, vi < p. 
The controller vi. For each j = 1, . . . , i - 1 we insist that qi o ni o 0, be an q-map over 
A(“)(Vj). This may be accomplished as follows. Let j E {l, . . . , i - 1) and let 
Q!j = inW(fi-l(x), h-l(Y)) I X, Y E fiI:(J1’-‘)(vj)), d(x, Y> 2 rl). 
NOW Crj > 0 follows from the compactness of fir: (A’-’ (Vj)) and the hypothesis that fi-1 is an 
q-map over Ai-‘( Let Bj > 0 be such that if 4 : M4 + X is /Ij-close to 5-1, then 
@-‘(A(‘)(Vj) c fi_:(A(‘-‘)(Vi-1)). 
NOW set V: = f minl,j<i_1{{aj}, {Bj}}e If 4 is v&close to h-1, then for each z E Jl”‘(Vj) 
consider x, y in the fiber @-l(z) C fir\ (A(“-‘)(Vj)). Note that 
d(fi-l(x), fi-l(Y)) G d(h-l(x)v 4(X>> +d(f,-l(Y), 4(Y)) < 24 < aj 
and thus, by definition of aj, d(n, y) < q. 
The controller vi. This controller is chosen so that if d(fi__i, 4) < vi, then A c X with 
diam A < hi implies there is a D4 E D such that f,-‘(A) c int D4. The existence of such a vi 
is established in [38, p. 621. 
Let 6(i) = 5 min{v{, vi, vi, E/Z’+‘] and choose a homeomorphism 88(i) so that diagram (6) 
G(i)-commutes. 
Lemma 4.10. The map TCi o 86(i) is approximable by CE maps p : M4 + Xi such that p is 1 to 
1 over a& x (0). 
Proof. Let pi = ni o 08, and let ra = a v x {O}. We begin by letting 
G(ru) = {&i(x) 1 x E I’,} U singletons of M4 - p;‘(ra) 
be the induced upper semi-continuous decomposition of M4. Name the quotient map p : M4 + 
M4/G (I’a) and consider the following commutative diagram 
LL? (ro) 
Pil 
- r. 
(7) 
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It is easy to see that p o pi1 1 is a well-defined, continuous bijection between compacta and 
therefore an embedding of ra in M4/G(I’c). Let ri denote p(/_~r’(I’o)). 
We claim that ri is l-LCC embedded in M4/G(ro). To this end, let x E ri and let U, be a 
neighborhood of x in M4/G(ro). Note that p-l (U,) is an open neighborhood of p-‘(x) and, by 
definition of p, there is a y E rc so that pUy’ (y) = p-‘(x). Therefore we may find a pi-saturated 
U* C p-l (U,) so that pi (U*) is an open neighborhood Of pi (p-‘(X)) = y. 
Applying the local semi-nice hypothesis together with the collar on ro in Xi, we obtain that 
IO is l-LCC in Xi. Select WY c /.Li (U*) so that loops of the form 4 : S’ + W, - ra contract in 
pi(U*)-ra.SetW* = ~i’(W,,).WeclaimthatloopsinW*-~r’(ro)contractinCI*-~;‘(r~). 
Given a loop r/r : S’ + W’ - ~7’ (ro), we have the following commutative diagram 
w* - &ro) 
Y b 
sl 7 wy - ro. 
(8) 
Now pi o @ extends to a map q!~ : B* + /.Li (U*) - ro. Apply approximate CE lifting (see 
[23, Thm. 16.71) to obtain an approximately commutative diagram 
u* - jql (ro) 
jY l/4 
B2 7 cLi(u*) - r. 
(9) 
sothat&=$onS’. 
Now set W, = p(W*). Note that W, c U, is an open neighborhood of x since W* is pi- 
saturated and hence p-saturated. To establish that rl is l-LCC in M4/G(ro) at x, we need only 
show that loops in W, - rl contract in U, - rl. Given a loop a! : S’ + W, - rl, we apply 
approximate CE lifting to obtain an approximately commutative triangle 
u* - &ro) 
v b 
fj’ .- 
(Y 
wx - rl 
(10) 
so that p o Cr and a! are homotopic in W, - rl (see [23, Thm. 16.8, p. 1271). The map & extends to 
a map /3 : B* + U’ - &-’ (ro). In particular p o Cr is null-homotopic in U, - rl which implies 
that a! is null-homotopic in U, - rl. Thus ri is l-LCC embedded in M4/G(ro). 
Finally, consider the diagram 
:/“‘\ lli 
M4/G(ro) Xi. 
(11) 
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As an application of Cannon’s weak taming (Theorem 4.5), we obtain that the quotient map p is 
approximable by homeomorphisms h : M4 + M4/G(I’a). It is easy to see that maps of the form 
Pi O P -‘oh:M4-+Xj (12) 
are approximations to ni 00s and have property of being 1 to 1 over Fe = 6 Vi x {0}, as desired. •i 
Consider the following diagram 
(13) 
XI 
4i 
Xi 
where p satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.10. In particular, the triangle (13) is approximately 
commutative. This next result constitutes the inductive step. 
Lemma 4.11 (radial shrinking). Given 5-i : M4 + X and 6(i) > 0 as above, there is a CE 
map fi : M4 + X such that 
a) For all x E X - Vi, fi and fi-1 are G(i)-close, 
b) fi is an q-map over Vi, 
c)Foreach j = l,..., i - 1, we have that fi is an q-map over JI(‘)(Vj). 
Proof. (Note: This argument will exploit Price’s technique of radial shrinking and the reader is 
referred to [51], or [23, Section 81.) Given 6(i) > 0 as above, choose 4i and /J as in (13) so that 
d(fi_l, qi o p) < 6(i) and that 6 = qi o /.L is an q-map over Jl(‘)(vi) for all j = 1, . . . , i - 1. 
Furthermore, we may assume that e-‘(pi) is contained in int D4, for some D4 E D. Next, let 
x0 = pm1(8V;: x {0}) be the 3-sphere embedded in M4. 
Step 1. x0 bounds a 4-cell Bo in Mp. A straightforward application of CE lifting techniques 
(see Lemma 4.10 above), gives that & is l-LCC embedded in M4. Apply Theorem 4.6 to see 
that Co is locally flat in int D4 and hence, via Brown [9], bounds a 4-cell Bo. 
Step 2. Improving e over I$. We begin by observing that p-l (vi) = Bo, since p-l (Vi) is the 
closure of the compact component of int D4 - Zo. Specify a homeomorphism h : Bo + B4, 
where B4 is the standard round 4-cell. Via uniform continuity, we may choose s^ > 0 so that 
A c B4 with diam A < 4; implies diam h-’ (A) < q. Let h(G) represent he decomposition of 
B4 given by {h(p-l(x)) 1 x E Vi C Xi}. 
Let iz be a positive integer chosen so that l/n < s^. We claim that since no non-degenerate 
element g of h(G) meets aB4 = Sf, there is a radius 0 c 1 - 60 < 1 so that any g E h(G) 
meeting the annulus [SF_,, , $1 is such its radial projection to S: has diameter less than 2;. This 
can be seen as follows. Via [23, Prop. 7.31, the set given by ZKc,b = U{g E h(G) 1 diamg 2 p} 
is a closed subset of B4 for each B > 0. Necessarily 3c,, is disjoint from S: and thus we may 
choose an annulus [Sy_,, S:] such that [S:_,, .!$I rl3c,, = 0, where 01 depends on /3. Now 
apply uniform continuity of the radial projection. Similarly, we may obtain a sequence of radii 
l-&j< l-6, < ... < 1 - 6, -c 1 so that if g intersects [Si’_Gi+, , S:], then g c int[Sf_si, Sf]. 
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Next use the cone structure of B4 to define the natural homeomorphism 8 : B4 + B4 satisfying 
the following properties: 
(i) 6(O) = 0, 
(ii) 8 = 1, on Sf, 
(iii) 6([S:_si, S~_Gi+l]) = [Si3/,, Si,,),,], for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 2. 
Now consider a non-degenerate g E h(G). If g c Bf_g,, or if g 17 [SF_,, $1 # 0, (in which 
case g C [S:-6,, $I> we have, by definition, 8(g) c Bfi,, and therefore diam8(g) < l/n < s^. 
Otherwise there is an i 2 2 for which g C [Sf_6,_, , 
tion 0 * rad(g) Ti [Si__,,,,,, 
Sf_,i+l 1. Then 8 (g) is contained in the intersec- 
S;+i),,] where 0 * rad(g) denotes the cone over the radial projection 
of g to SF from the origin. Therefore diam6(g) < diam0 * rad(g) n [S;_,),,,, Si+i),J < 4;. 
Next, let hi : M4 + M4 be the homeomorphism given by 
(iv)hi = 1onM4-intBc, 
(v) hi = h-’ o 8 o h on Bo, 
and note that for all x E vi C Xi, diam hip-l(x) < q. Let fi = qi o p o hl : M4 + X and 
observe that fi is an q-map over Vi C X. 
We claim that fi is an q-map over Jl(‘)(vi), where j E (1, . . . , i - l}. If none of the 
Jl”‘(Vj) intersect 8 &, then 5 continues to be an q-map over Jl”‘(Vj). On the other hand 
if Jl(‘)(vj) n tlVi # 0, recall that .$ is an q-map over Jl(‘)(vj). Hence over the intersection 
A”‘( vj) rl vi, fi continues to be an q-map. Now if x E Jl(‘)(vj) f7 8 vi, note that 
f,-‘(x) = (4; 0 /_L 0 hl)-l(X) = h,‘(/Ll (qlT1 (x))) = /_-l (q,:‘(X)) = t-‘(X) 
since hl = 1 on M4 - int Bo. 
Thus fi continues to be an q-map over A(‘)( Vj). This ends step 2 and the proof of Lemma 4.11 
is now complete. 0 
Proof of the main result. Given fi-i : M4 + X and 6(i) > 0 as above, we construct fi via 
Lemma 4.11 above. Note that fi satisfies conditions CZ. C3 and Cd. For condition Cl, fix ws, co,+1 , 
where s E (0, 1,2, 3) and let x E X. We have two cases. 
Case 1. There exists j where o, < j < o,+i so that fw, (x) E vj. 
By our construction of K&+1 there is a U E R,+i for which Pj c U. Via conclusion (a) of 
Lemma 4.11 and our choice of the controllers ui, we have for w, < t 6 w,+l, the subsequent 
images of x, ft(x) are contained in N(U, c/20). Thus d(fws(x), fw,+,(x>) < s/10. 
Case 2. There does not exist j where o, < j < w,+i so that fo, (x) E Vj. 
If all of the subsequent images of x are also not contained in one of the Vj, then by our 
choice of the 6(i), we have that d(f,,(x), fo,+, (x)) c c/5 . cf=, l/2’+’ < &/lo. Otherwise let 
w, < t < co,+1 be the first instance where the subsequent image of x lies in some Vi. By our 
choiceoftheS(i), we have thatd(&(x), ft(x)) < &/5.Cf=i l/2’+’ < ~/lo. Moreover, arguing 
as in case 1) above, we have that there is a U E azs+i so that {ft(x), fr+i(x), . . . , fos+, (x)} c 
N(U, ~/20). This implies d(f,(x), fw,+, (x)) < E/ 10 and an application of the triangle inequality 
yields d(fUs (x), fo,+, (x)) < s/5. 
Finally, consider fk : M4 + X. Condition Ci immediately gives that fk and n are c-close. 
Moreover f, is an q-map over UJLck’(Pi). As this union covers X, we have that (3, is a dense 
open subset of CE(M4, X), for all r,r > 0. Applying Baire’s theorem, the intersection n U1,, is 
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again dense in C E (M4, X). However n (3 I,,, consists entirely of homeomorphisms and therefore 
7t is ABH. In particular, X is a 4-manifold, as desired. Cl 
4.3. On the structure of metric balls in 4D-spaces 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.9 above, every 4D Busemann G-space is a topological man- 
ifold. Since the cone structure of small metric balls B,(x) played a vital role in establishing 
Theorem 4.9, one is led to ask whether B,(x) is a genuine 4-cell. This next result shows that there 
is at most one decomposition-theoretic obstruction to answering this question in the affirmative. 
Theorem 4.12. Let X4 be a G-space, let n E X and let r > 0 be less than the cone radius of x. 
Then B,(x) is homeomorphic to the 4-cell B4 if and only if S, (x) has a cell-like resolution. 
Remark. Recall that for sufficiently small r, the metric sphere S, (x) is an admissible homology 
3-manifold (OS,.(x) = 0). Although Quinn’s local index does not apply to homology 3-manifolds, 
every known admissible homology 3-manifold has a cell-like resolution and it is a long standing 
conjecture that such resolutions always exist for n = 3, provided Poincare’s Conjecture is true. 
Proof. Note that the forward implication is trivial. For the reverse, suppose S,(x) is resolvable 
and consider a cell-like surjection 
n : M3 + S,(x). 
Via Proposition 3.9, S,(x) is locally 2-spherical and thus, via Lemma 4.3, each of the fibers of 
n satisfy condition (7) of Theorem 4.2 as cell-like subsets of M3. Although these fibers may not 
be cellular in M3, we may apply Daverman’s cellular improvement (see [26, p. 2381) to obtain a 
manifold N3 and a cellular map f : N3 + S,(x). 
We claim that f is ABH. To this end, it suffices to show that S,(x) is nicely locally 2-spherical 
for then Cannon’s strong taming (Theorem 4.7, n = 3) yields the desired approximation by 
homeomorphisms. Fix b E S,(x) and let { QB (b)}OCstzr be the contractible closed neighborhoods 
of b in S,(x) as described in Theorem 2.12. Using the techniques developed by Bryant in [ 121, 
we deduce that all but a countable number of the 2-spheres 8 Qh (b) are 1 -LCC in S,(x) (recall 
that Corollary 3.14 yields that each 8 Qg(b) is l-LCC in QB (b)). Therefore S,(x) is nicely locally 
a-spherical and thus, via Cannon’s Theorem 4.7, f is ABH. In particular, S,(x) is a 3-manifold. 
Next we claim that S,(x) is homeomorphic to the 3-sphere. This can be seen as follows. 
Fix a pair of antipodal points bl , bz E S,(x). Since S,(x) is a homology 3-sphere, we have 
Hi (S, (x) - {bi}) Z 0, for j = 1,2. Applying a Mayer-Vietoris argument o the triple 
(S,(x), S,(x) - {bi], S,(x) - @I]) 
we have that Hr(S,(x) - {bl, bz}; Z) 2 0, and hence, via [24, Cor. 3.5, p. 1901, we obtain that 
the partition G = {a QE(bl) 1 0 -= E -C 2r) is upper semi-continuous. As an application of the 
Realization Lemma (see [23, p. 1 l]), we see that the quotient space is homeomorphic to the open 
interval (S,(x) - {bl, bz})/G Z (0,2r). Since S,(x) - {bl, bz} is a 3-manifold, we may apply 
[24, Cor. 7.4, p. 2021 and obtain a homeomorphism S,(x) - {bl, bz} 2 3 Q,(bl) x (- 1, 1) for 
each 0 < E < 2r. In particular S,(x) - {bl, bz} Z S* x (-1, 1) and therefore S,(x) E S3. 
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Name homeomorphism h : S3 + S,(x) and exploit the cone structures of both B4 and B,(X) 
to extend h naturally to a homeomorphism H : B4 + B,(x). Cl 
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